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ABSTRACT

There is a pressing need for in silico tools that
can aid in the identification of the complete reper-
toire of protein binding (SLiMs, MoRFs, miniMotifs)
and modification (moiety attachment/removal, iso-
merization, cleavage) motifs. We have created PSSM-
Search, an interactive web-based tool for rapid sta-
tistical modeling, visualization, discovery and an-
notation of protein motif specificity determinants
to discover novel motifs in a proteome-wide man-
ner. PSSMSearch analyses proteomes for regions
with significant similarity to a motif specificity de-
terminant model built from a set of aligned motif-
containing peptides. Multiple scoring methods are
available to build a position-specific scoring matrix
(PSSM) describing the motif specificity determinant
model. This model can then be modified by a user
to add prior knowledge of specificity determinants
through an interactive PSSM heatmap. PSSMSearch
includes a statistical framework to calculate the sig-
nificance of specificity determinant model matches
against a proteome of interest. PSSMSearch also in-
cludes the SLiMSearch framework’s annotation, mo-
tif functional analysis and filtering tools to high-
light relevant discriminatory information. Additional
tools to annotate statistically significant shared key-
words and GO terms, or experimental evidence of
interaction with a motif-recognizing protein have
been added. Finally, PSSM-based conservation met-
rics have been created for taxonomic range anal-
yses. The PSSMSearch web server is available at
http://slim.ucd.ie/pssmsearch/.

INTRODUCTION

Many functions of a protein are mediated by compact and
degenerate motifs that act as binding or post-translational
modification sites (1,2). Protein binding motifs, often de-
scribed as short linear motifs (SLiMs), molecular recogni-
tion features (MoRFs) or miniMotifs, promote transient
complex formation or mediate regulatory interactions mod-
ulating the subcellular localization, half-life, activity or
modification state of a protein (2–5). Modification motifs
directly encode the modification state of a protein by acting
as specificity determinants recognized by enzymes result-
ing in protein post-translational modification of the motif-
containing peptide (1,6). A large number of enzymes have
strong preferences for specific motifs and motifs direct a sig-
nificant proportion of the moiety attachment/removal, iso-
merization and proteolytic cleavage in the cell (1,2). Protein
motifs are a ubiquitous and elusive class of protein module.
The human proteome has been estimated to contain tens
of thousands of binding motifs and up to a million modi-
fication motifs (7). However, to date, only a small fraction
of these functional modules has been discovered and sub-
sequently experimentally characterized (1). This can largely
be attributed to the experimental and computational dif-
ficulty of motif discovery and characterization, and the
condition-dependent transient nature of the majority of the
interactions mediated by these sites (5,8–10).

Functional motifs often have strict preferences at cer-
tain positions where only a single amino acid or a lim-
ited subset of physicochemically similar amino acids are
allowed. Residues at these positions generally contact the
motif-recognizing pocket directly and the preferences re-
flect the requirement for complementarity with the physic-
ochemical properties and organization of the pocket. Al-
ternatively, solvent-facing positions are usually highly vari-
able, although amino acids that are structurally incompati-
ble with the bound conformation, such as prolines in a mo-
tif that binds as a helix, will often be disfavored (2). These
site-specific preferences can generally be determined by an-
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alyzing the sequence similarity of experimentally character-
ized instances of peptides known to bind a pocket to cre-
ate a specificity determinant model of that pocket (1). The
model can then be used to screen proteins or proteomes
to discover novel protein regions complementary to the
binding preferences of the pocket (1,11–14). Two major ap-
proaches have been applied to discover novel motifs based
on a priori knowledge of motif specificity determinants, reg-
ular expressions (RegExs) and position-specific scoring ma-
trices (PSSMs also known as position weight matrices or
PWMs) searches (15–17). Both methods have major advan-
tages and disadvantages, and both have been used to suc-
cessfully discover novel functional motifs (13,18). The sim-
ple representations of a RegEx are easy to create, read, edit
and search. However, the RegEx approach finds only ex-
act matches and treats all matches as equal. Consequently,
when sufficient information is available, PSSMs can be more
powerful in motif discovery as a PSSM encodes informa-
tion on weighted observations of residues at each position
and score all matches with a measure of similarity to the
set of validated motif-containing peptides. First, this allows
peptides to be ranked, and secondly, this allows functional
motifs which are highly similar to a well-characterized con-
sensus but do not conform to a RegEx to be discovered.
One major drawback of PSSMs over RegExs remains: the
fixed length of a PSSM does not allow length flexibility in
motif searches. However, this can be solved using multiple
PSSMs of different lengths or performing scoring and scan-
ning that can allow for gaps. Several web servers have been
created to discover novel motif instances based on a pri-
ori motif information (Supplementary Table S1). Many of
these servers allow the user to search a protein/proteome
with a set of predefined functional motif RegExs (ELM (1),
QuasiMotiFinder (19), MiniMotifMiner (20), ScanSite (6))
or PSSMs (ScanProsite (21), ScanSite (6)). Other servers al-
low the user to search a protein/proteome with user-defined
RegExs (SLiMSearch (14), SiRW (22), DoReMi (23) and
ScanProsite (21)) or PSSMs (DoReMi (23), MEME (24),
PoSSuMSearch (25), MOTIPS (26) and SMALI (27)).

In this article we introduce PSSMSearch, a novel interac-
tive web-based tool that takes a set of known functional mo-
tifs, defines the preferences of a motif-recognizing pocket,
and uses that information to search for novel regions of the
proteome matching the preferences of the pocket. PSSM-
Search is a web server for the PSSM-based motif discovery
framework developed to discover human and viral dock-
ing motifs for the human phosphatase PP2AB56 and vali-
dated in Hertz et al. (13). The PSSMSearch framework con-
sists of tools for rapid statistical modeling, visualization,
discovery and annotation of protein motif specificity de-
terminants. The framework has several novel and unique
features that separate it from the currently available PSSM-
based motif discovery tools (See Supplementary Table S1).
PSSMSearch includes automated construction of a motif
specificity determinant model using one of several available
PSSM scoring methods (Table 1) and a custom-made inter-
active PSSM visualization that permits the manipulation of
the created PSSM to add a priori experimental information
to the specificity determinant model search. A PSSM-based
conservation metric calculates the motif taxonomic range
of the motif based on the specificity determinant model.

Integration with the SLiMSearch annotation framework
adds feature annotation, peptide accessibility and conser-
vation calculations, functional enrichment analysis and ad-
vanced filtering of the discovered instances. Finally, two
novel motif-recognizing protein data analysis tools give in-
formation that can be used to rapidly focus on high confi-
dence novel motifs. Annotation of previously described in-
teractions highlights motifs in proteins with experimental
evidence of an interaction between a motif-containing pro-
tein and a motif-recognizing protein(s). The calculation of
significant shared annotations with a hub protein(s) high-
lights motifs in proteins with shared function or localization
with the analyzed motif-recognizing protein(s).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

PSSMSearch is a framework which comprises three ma-
jor parts: motif specificity determinant model construction;
motif discovery and scoring; and motif annotation, filter-
ing and analysis (Figure 1A). First, the motif specificity de-
terminant model construction component creates a PSSM
and a motif consensus from an aligned set of peptides or
ELM instances, presents the PSSM as a heatmap/logo and
allows interactive PSSM manipulation by a user based on a
priori knowledge of motif specificity determinants (Figure
1B). Second, the generated PSSM is used in motif scanning
and scoring to find PSSM matches and calculate their like-
lihood. Third, the motif annotation, filtering and analysis
framework introduced with the SLiMSearch tool (14) al-
lows the user to construct a high confidence set of putative
motif instances for further validation.

Motif specificity determinant model construction

PSSMSearch constructs a PSSM and a RegEx consen-
sus describing the specificity determinants from a set of
aligned user-defined peptides or ELM motif instances. Sub-
sequently, the PSSM is used to find putative novel motif in-
stances by scoring regions of a proteome of interest for sim-
ilarity to the set of input peptides, and the RegEx consen-
sus is used in conservation score calculations and taxonomic
range analysis.

PSSM construction. Numerous statistical and empirical
approaches to PSSM creation exist (26,28–29) (Table 1).
No PSSM scoring scheme is definable superior in all situa-
tions as each scheme has distinct properties (Figure 1B and
C). For example, some PSSM scoring schemes, such as Log
Odds, weight observed residues in motif positions strongly
and will not find peptides that diverge from the consen-
sus. Others, such as PSI-BLAST, will have an increased
contribution from the non-consensus flanking residues, as
the flanking position of the motif outside of the consen-
sus position include key positive and negative discrimina-
tory information. Some representations encode informa-
tion about anti-motifs, residues that are negative determi-
nants of binding and down weight such residues. Depend-
ing on the search, or the number of instances used to cre-
ate the PSSM, the user may wish to emphasize the im-
portance of different features of the motif. Consequently,
several distinct PSSM construction methods are available
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Table 1. Table of scoring schemes used in the tool

Scheme Description Reference

PSI-BLAST An adapted version of the PSI-BLAST algorithm with corrected background amino acid frequencies. (28)
PSI-BLAST IC PSSM is obtained identically as from PSI-BLAST method, and then the PSSM scores are adjusted with

information content.
(28)

MOTIPS An adapted version of the MOTIPS method to generate PSSM and score peptides. (26)
Log Odds Binomial statistics of residue frequencies with respect to background amino acid probabilities. (29)
Log Relative Binomial Log of the binomial cumulative function with over- or under-representation of residues at each position.
Ratio Amino acid frequencies corrected by background amino acids probabilities.
Frequency Simple amino acid frequencies. Used only for visualization.
Count Amino acid counts. Used only for visualization.

Figure 1. (A) PSSMSearch workflow highlighting the major tools in the framework colored by the component: motif specificity determinant model con-
struction (green); motif discovery and scoring (blue); and motif annotation, filtering and analysis (red). (B) A screenshot of a portion of the output of the
interactive PSSM visualization tool of the default PSSMSearch input example, the Calcineurin (PP2B)-docking PxIxIT motif. The calculated PSSM is
visualized with a heatmap (with blue to red coloring for enriched to depleted) and logo (Clustal coloring) using aligned PxIxIT peptides retrieved from
the ELM database (DOC PP2B PxIxI 1). The PSSM was derived using the PSI-BLAST IC method with the default background distribution (human,
disorder cut-off 0.5). A priori knowledge of a PxIx[IV] consensus was manually added using the interactivity feature to restrict the residues at the positions
3, 5 and 7 to be proline, isoleucine and isoleucine or valine, respectively. We also prohibited the presence of prolines at the position 4–8. PSSM values
at the position 9 were set to zero to allow any residue without preference. (C) Comparison of the distinct properties of different PSSM scoring schemes
highlighting the variability in the contribution of different positions in different schemes.

in PSSMSearch including the PSI-BLAST (28), MOTIPS
(26), Log Odds (29), Log Relative Binomial and Ratio scor-
ing schemes. The PSSM construction is performed based
on pre-computed background amino acid probabilities, for
supported species and disorder cut-offs, to generate the
PSSM based on identical amino acid composition as the
PSSM search space. Frequency and counts are also pro-
vided to allow a user to observe the raw peptide data. See
Supplementary Material for a detailed description of PSSM
construction.

PSSM visualization and interactive manipulation. As a re-
sult of their complex numeric format, PSSMs are more dif-
ficult to understand than RegExs. Furthermore, the inte-
gration of a priori experimental knowledge regarding al-
lowed or disallowed amino acids into a PSSM remains
complicated. Visualization tools that can represent PSSMs
as interactive modifiable human readable sequence logos

and heatmaps can overcome both these challenges. A novel
PSSM visualization tool, combining a sequence logo and
a heatmap has been developed for PSSMSearch (see Fig-
ure 1B). The visualization tool allows a user to interactively
manipulate the PSSM to add a priori information into a
specificity determinant model search (e.g. disallowed amino
acids, required amino acids, etc. at each position). The visu-
alization also allows the residues in a column to be grouped
and all residues in the group to be scored with either the
maximum score or the sum of the scores for the group. This
allows the contribution of a physicochemically similar set
of residues (e.g. aspartate and glutamate) at a position to
be up-weighted. Finally, if required, a given position (col-
umn) in the PSSM can be ignored.

PSSM-based RegEx consensus definition. In addition to
the PSSM, a RegEx consensus describing the specificity
determinants is constructed from the set of aligned user-
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defined peptides. The motif RegEx consensus defines the
significantly enriched residues at every position of the pep-
tide alignment and describes the key affinity and specificity
determining residues in the motif. The RegEx consensus
is computed based on the position-specific probabilities of
amino acid occurrences and corrected by residue frequen-
cies to avoid over- or under-defined residues in consensus
representation (see Supplementary Material). This consen-
sus is not used in the search component of the framework
and is only used in conservation score calculations and tax-
onomic range analysis.

Motif discovery and scoring

In the motif discovery and scoring component, the PSSM
created by the motif specificity determinant model con-
struction tool (except for Frequency and Counts method)
is used to discover matches to the motif specificity determi-
nant model on a proteome-wide level and empirically cal-
culate a background distribution of PSSM scores.

PSSM-based proteome scanning. The scanning of the pro-
teome with the PSSM allows regions of the proteome that
are similar to the set of input peptides to be discovered. In
theory, the more similar a peptide is to the known exper-
imentally validated functional motifs, the higher the like-
lihood that the peptide contains an instance of the mo-
tif. The target proteome is scanned with the PSSM using
a sliding-window-based method. Peptides obtained from
scanning are scored with the PSSM. With the exception of
the MOTIPS method, the score of a peptide is calculated
as the sum of the scores assigned to the observed residue at
each position of the peptide based on the PSSM (see Sup-
plementary Material). The MOTIPS PSSM score is calcu-
lated differently and the scoring method is adopted from
Lam et al. (26). There is a fixed penalty (−3) when the
PSSM overhangs the N- and C-termini of the protein. Non-
standard amino acids are excluded from scoring.

PSSM score P-value calculation. PSSMSearch empiri-
cally calculates the probability of a specificity determinant
model match with a given PSSM score at a given position
by chance. It uses an observed distribution of PSSM scores
of a reversed (default option) or randomly shuffled PSSM
against the selected proteome. The background distribution
of PSSM scores of the reversed or shuffled PSSM is cal-
culated identically to the PSSM-based proteome scanning
as described above. The P-value is then calculated based
on this observed distribution of reversed or shuffled PSSM
scores (Equation 1). The number of samples used to cal-
culate the background P-value distribution is exactly the
same size as the input PSSM search space, thus is approx-
imately equal to the number of amino acids in the pro-
teome search. Peptide matches with a higher PSSM score
than any observed in the background model are highlighted
with a green bolded PSSM P-value scores. Creating the
background P-value distribution against the selected pro-
teome rather than using non-proteome randomly generated
peptides removes biases introduced by differing amino acid
compositions. The statistic does assume that the reversed
or shuffled PSSM will not describe an enriched or depleted

sequence feature of the proteome and that there are no de-
pendencies between adjacent residues. The PSSM score P-
value and the PSSM score will rank the returned peptides
identically. However, the PSSM score is highly variable and
correlates with PSSM length, the degeneracy of the motif
and the PSSM scoring scheme used. The P-value has no
such biases as the P-value defines the likelihood of seeing
a given PSSM match with a given PSSM score at a single
position. Consequently, the P-value scoring scheme allows
an equivalent score cut-off to be applied to all analyses.

p(score) = m
n

Equation 1. PSSM score P-value calculation. m is the num-
ber of peptides in the proteome of interest with a PSSM
score better than a certain cut-off (score) when scored with
a reversed/shuffled PSSM. This cut-off is a maximum score
for MOTIPS or a minimum score for other methods. n is
the total number of peptides that were used to calculate the
background P-value distribution.

Motif annotation, filtering and analysis

PSSMSearch uses the peptide annotation, filtering and
analysis framework developed for the SLiMSearch tool to
annotate specificity determinant model matches with perti-
nent biological data, calculate conservation scores, perform
functional analyses and filter data. A description of the an-
notated data including the source of data and calculation
of peptide metrics is available in the SLiMSearch paper (14)
and provided on the detailed PSSMSearch help page (http:
//slim.ucd.ie/pssmsearch/help/). Two major novel additions
to the peptide annotation, filtering and analysis framework
for PSSMSearch are described below.

Interaction, function and co-localization analysis with hub
proteins. PSSMSearch allows a user to select a single or
a set of motif-recognizing protein(s) as an optional in-
put parameter. This allows PSSMSearch to highlight pep-
tides in proteins with experimental evidence of an interac-
tion between a motif instance-containing protein and the
motif-recognizing protein(s), with functional similarity to
the motif-recognizing protein(s), or that co-localize with the
motif-recognizing protein(s). Experimentally characterized
interactions of the selected motif-recognizing protein(s)
with the motif instance-containing protein are annotated
using information from the HIPPIE database (30). Signif-
icant shared annotations between an instance-containing
protein and the selected motif-recognizing protein(s) are
calculated for each putative motif. This highlights peptides
in proteins with shared function or localization with the
selected motif-recognizing protein that are unlikely to oc-
cur by chance (see Supplementary Material). Both signifi-
cant shared annotation and interaction information can be
used to filter motif instances. For example, by retaining only
peptide matches in proteins with experimental evidence of
an interaction with the user selected motif-recognizing pro-
tein(s).

PSSM-based taxonomic range calculations. Conservation
of a motif over a large taxonomic range, the presence of a

http://slim.ucd.ie/pssmsearch/help/
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motif match at the same sequence position in homologs in
many divergent species, is a strong positive discriminator of
motif function (31–35). PSSMSearch provides a novel ex-
tension of the SLiMSearch taxonomic range analysis (14).
The PSSMSearch taxonomic range analysis calculates mo-
tif taxonomic range based on a searched specificity determi-
nant model using PSSM scoring (PSSM method), matches
to a motif consensus (consensus method) or combination of
both criteria (combined method). When the PSSM method
is used to calculate taxonomic range, the region of an or-
tholog alignment corresponding to a specificity determi-
nant model match in each protein is scored using the PSSM.
The motif is defined as conserved or non-conserved based
on the selected conservation P-value cut-off. The RegEx
consensus method is the default approach used for the taxo-
nomic range calculations. The RegEx motif consensus is au-
tomatically derived from the PSSM as defined above; how-
ever, the RegEx consensus can be modified by the user in the
input options. PSSM matches can be filtered by taxonomic
range (e.g. retaining matches in human conserved outside
mammals) or by their presence/absence in a specific species
or clade (e.g. retaining matches in human conserved also in
Fly or Arthropods). No taxonomic range filtering is applied
by default.

Example analysis. The Calcineurin phosphatase holoen-
zyme (Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 2B catalytic
subunit alpha and Calcineurin subunit B type 1) recruits
several substrates with a binding pocket that recognizes
the Calcineurin-docking PxIxIT motif (1). Figure 1B and
C show specificity determinant models of the Calcineurin
(PP2B)-docking PxIxIT- motif binding pocket built us-
ing ten experimentally validated PxIxIT motifs from Cal-
cineurin substrates (VTPIISIQE, RLPVIAVND, QVPNIY-
IQT, PSPRIEITP, KKPKIIITG, KKPKIIITG, GVPRI-
TISD, ESPRIEITS, ESPRIEITS, AIPQIVIDA) (1). This
specificity determinant model can be searched against the
human proteome and filtered by significant shared annota-
tions to create a list of putative novel PxIxIT motifs (Fig-
ure 2). This list includes known PxIxIT containing proteins
such as the Nuclear Factor of Activated T-cells (NFAT) pro-
teins and several high scoring novel hits in proteins that are
functionally related to the cellular role of Calcineurin. Fur-
ther, analysis and filtering methods can be used to refine the
list of putative motifs.

Implementation. The PSSMSearch interface is written in
JavaScript using the ReactJs (input page, heatmap and logo
visualization) and Ember (results, filtering and analysis
pages) frameworks. The server side is written as a Python
Cornice Web Framework with a GO component for rapid
searching and scoring of PSSM matches. A Torque man-
agement system is used to queue submitted jobs. Data for
peptide annotation is stored in a PostgreSQL database. Re-
sults can be downloaded in JSON or tab separated format,
or accessed using a job identifier at a later date. Results
are stored for two weeks before deletion. A detailed de-
scription of PSSMSearch usage and output is provided on
the help page (http://slim.ucd.ie/pssmsearch/help/). PSSM-
Search has been successfully tested on all major modern
browsers.

DISCUSSION

Motif-mediated binding and post-translational modifica-
tion events are central to a wide range of processes in the
cell (1,2). These compact functional modules are key de-
terminants of the subcellular localization, half-life, com-
plex association, activity and modification state of a pro-
tein (2,7). Yet, the vast majority of these functional mod-
ules remain to be discovered as the field still lacks a set of
high quality experimental and in silico methods for high-
throughput discovery of peptide motifs (1,7). The PSSM-
Search framework will assist biologists designing experi-
ments to discover the remaining functional modules by
allowing users with limited bioinformatics skills to dis-
cover putative functional protein regions. Compared to pre-
viously published web servers (Supplementary Table S1),
PSSMSearch is more flexible due to the range of PSSM con-
struction methods provided to build a motif specificity de-
terminant model and the option to encode prior knowledge
into the model through an intuitive interactive interface.
Additionally, PSSMSearch includes a statistical framework
that can rapidly calculate the P-value for each PSSM match
based on an empirical PSSM score distribution obtained
from reverse or shuffle PSSM scanning. Finally, PSSM-
Search uses the powerful SLiMSearch framework (14) for
motif annotation, filtering and analysis, which offers more
functionality than other servers by integrating biological
and evolutionary data into the analysis. However, PSSM-
Search significantly extends the functionality of SLiM-
Search (14), transitioning to PSSM-based searches from a
consensus-based method, annotating motif instances with
the significant shared functional annotations with a user-
specified motif-binding partner(s) and including a PSSM-
based conservation metric for motif taxonomic range cal-
culations.

PSSMSearch currently requires pre-aligned peptides for
PSSM construction. Aligning motifs within peptides is a
complicated task, especially in situations where the motif
has low complexity, the motif has flexible length, the motif
is not present in all peptides or there are two or more dis-
tinct motif consensuses binding to the same binding partner
in the set of input peptides. In future versions of PSSM-
Search, we hope to align peptides automatically, remov-
ing this responsibility from the user. Numerous multiple
sequence alignment tools are available and most can align
peptides. Furthermore, powerful tools such as GibbsCluster
(37) and MUSI (38) can do so even when multiple specifici-
ties are present. The quality of the input alignment has a
strong influence on the quality of the PSSM created, and
subsequently, the peptides matched. An important issue for
many PSSM creation methods is the level of redundancy in
the input data. Of the scoring schemes available in PSSM-
Search, only the PSI-BLAST scoring schemes down weight
the contribution of closely related sequences. This distinct
attribute of the scoring scheme is very useful when multi-
ple similar peptides are present in the input dataset. The
remaining scoring schemes do not weight peptides and the
input alignment needs to be manually cleaned to remove
such biases. Finally, PSSMSearch is not currently optimized
to deal with alignments of motifs that have flexible length.
They can be encoded in a single PSSM when the core can be

http://slim.ucd.ie/pssmsearch/help/
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Figure 2. Selected regions of the PSSMSearch output showing the results of the PxIxIT motif analysis in Figure 1. The PSSMSearch analysis was performed
on the human proteome with taxonomic range method based on PSSM and using the two subunits of the Calcineurin Holoenzyme as the motif-binding
partners. Other options were set as default. Instances were filtered based on shared significant annotations with motif-binding partners. (A) Extract of
the ranked and filtered instances from the PSSMSearch of the Calcineurin (PP2B)-docking motif PxIxI against the human proteome showing significant
shared annotation and previously validated interactions between the motif-containing proteins and the Calcineurin Holoenzyme (i, ii and iii). PSSM P-value
scores (iv); Relative local conservation scores for the motif - a tree weighted conservation score that quantifies the conservation of a region compared to the
conservation of the surrounding regions (v); Intrinsic Disorder Scores - the mean IUPred disorder score across the peptide match (vi); and warnings showing
motifs with attributes or overlapping features that are associated with non-functional matches are also highlighted (vii). (B) Taxonomic range analysis of a
PSSM match in Nuclear factor of activated T-cells, cytoplasmic 2 based on the PSSM method. The green dotted box is added to highlight the lack of the
lack of the PxIxIT motif in Strongylocentrotus purpuratus and Branchiostoma floridae. (C) ProViz visualization (36) (linked upon clicking a peptide in any
PSSMSearch view) of the Nuclear factor of activated T cells, cytoplasmic 2 peptide from Panel B highlighting the lack of conservation of the PxIxIT motif
in Strongylocentrotus purpuratus and Branchiostoma floridae in the alignment (Alignment pruned to remove extra species for clarity). A detailed description
of the PSSMSearch output, the source of data and the calculation of peptide metrics is provided on the help page (http://slim.ucd.ie/pssmsearch/help/).

aligned. However, much of the information of the positional
enrichment outside the core is lost. If sufficient informa-
tion is available, multiple PSSMs can be supplied to PSSM-
Search with differing lengths; however, this is not an ideal
solution. One of the future goals of the project will be to un-
derstand how we can perform searches on gapped PSSMs
rapidly and within the current statistical framework.

In conclusion, PSSMSearch was created to improve the
understanding of the physiological and pathological pro-
cesses of the cell at the molecular level. The tool has al-
ready successfully characterized novel motifs in the PP2A
interactome (13). We believe that PSSMSearch will be an

important tool in the quest to tackle the challenging task of
characterizing motifs that are central to cell physiology.
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